PRODUCT SALES

Product sales is an awesome opportunity to interact with other tortoise custodians. You'll provide tortoise food and information on proper desert tortoise care and diet to ensure pet tortoises are receiving proper nutrients while supporting Tortoise Group. This volunteer position would ideally suit someone who is willing to sell tortoise food from their home and enjoys talking with people.

Volunteer skills for the satellite sellers
- Willing to sell tortoise food and Tortoise Group products from their home
- Schedules times for people to purchase Grassland
- Answers any questions people may have
- Able to fill out monthly tally sheets for inventory
- Represent Tortoise Group in an appropriate, friendly manner
- Understands taking precautions to ensure their own safety and the safety of their homes
- Promote Tortoise Group events and volunteer opportunities
- Encourage memberships
- Accept donations and provide receipts

What to wear: Casual, comfortable and appropriate for customer interaction!!